WATERCOLOR BATIK WORKSHOP SUPPLY LIST

Student provides:
- Watercolors/brushes/palette. (No Maskoid or erasers needed)
- Permanent black thin marker (Staedtler, Sharpie, etc.)
- Freezer (butcher) paper, about 25” long (Reynolds, etc.)
- Wax application supplies: old, useless craft brushes, toothbrushes, small twigs, drinking straws, toothpicks (brushes can no longer be used for painting after use with wax)
- Newspapers, approximately the amount of 2-3 full Sunday papers
- Cretacolor pencils (preferred) or watercolor or colored pencils (even crayons will work)
- Paper towels

Optional:
- Wax pot, (6” skillets, small crockpots, etc.) plus tin can that fits inside to hold wax.
- Iron (travel or regular)
- Ironing board (regular or travel-size)
(a few of these items will be provided but if you bring your own, you can work faster)

Instructor provides:
- Rice paper
- Wax
- Black paper
- Sketch for today’s project